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SMC complexes: Lifting the lid on loop extrusion
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Abstract

Loop extrusion has emerged as a prominent hypothesis for
how SMC complexes shape chromosomes – single molecule
in vitro observations have yielded fascinating images of this
process. When not extruding loops, SMC complexes are
known to topologically entrap one or more DNAs. Here, we
review how structural insight into the SMC complex cohesin
has led to a molecular framework for both activities: a Brownian
ratchet motion, associated with topological DNA entry, might
repeat itself to elicit loop extrusion. After contrasting alternative
loop extrusion models, we explore whether topological loading
or loop extrusion is more adept at explaining in vivo SMC
complex function. SMC variants that experimentally separate
topological loading from loop extrusion will in the future probe
their respective contributions to chromosome biology.
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Introduction
Ring-shaped SMC complexes are universal chromo-
some constituents that facilitate life with genomic
DNA molecules that are typically 100se1000s times
longer than the cells that harbor them [1e3]. Bacterial
SMC complexes, like eukaryotic condensin, probably
reflect the ancestral function of these complexes. They

compact chromosomes and facilitate the topological
resolution of sister chromatids during chromosome
segregation. The cohesin complex is a crucial evolu-
tionary addition in eukaryotes. It holds sister chroma-
tids together following DNA replication, the basis for
chromosome alignment on the spindle apparatus during
cell divisions. Cohesin also delineates chromatin
www.sciencedirect.com
domains in the interphase nucleus and participates in
DNA break repair and restart of stalled replication
forks. Most eukaryotes contain a further Smc5eSmc6
complex that guards the accuracy of DNA repair
by recombination.

All studied SMC complexes have been observed to to-
pologically entrap DNA in vivo and/or in vitro [4e8]. In
the case of cohesin, topological DNA entrapment pro-
vides a powerful means for embracing two sister chro-
matids [9]. Topological DNA capture could also underlie
most other SMC complex functions. For instance,

cohesin could establish chromatin loops in the inter-
phase nucleus by sequentially entrapping two DNA se-
quences along one chromatid. Condensin could similarly
form chromatin loops by sequential DNA capture during
chromosome condensation. Establishment of in-
teractions between more than one DNA by topological
embrace could also assist DNA repair and recombination.

Over the last years, an alternative hypothesis for SMC
complex function has gained in popularity, that of loop
extrusion [3,10,11]. According to this proposal, SMC

complexes form a small DNA loop that is enlarged
through an active DNA translocation process. Single
molecule in vitro experiments have provided captivating
movies of cohesin and condensin engaged in loop
extrusion [12e17]. If seeing is believing, these obser-
vations are too good for the loop extrusion hypothesis
not to be true. However, very low external forces stall
loop extrusion, and the impact of a dense chromatin
environment is only beginning to be understood.
Topological DNA entry into the cohesin ring
Before discussing loop extrusion, we consider the
mechanism of topological DNA entry into the cohesin
ring. Figure 1a illustrates the cohesin complex. The
SMC subunits Smc1 and Smc3 are linked at their hinge
dimerization interface, from where coiled coils stretch
out towards the ATPase head domains, with an inflec-
tion point at the “elbows.” The heads are bridged by a
kleisin subunit whose N-terminus associates with the

Smc3 “neck,” while its C-terminus binds the Smc1
head. The kleisin N- and C-termini are connected by a
long and largely unstructured peptide linker. To the
middle of this linker binds the HEAT-repeat subunit
Scc3. The “cohesin loader,” consisting of another
HEAT-repeat subunit Scc2 and the chromatin adaptor
Scc4, transiently binds the kleisin unstructured region
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Figure 1

Molecular model for topological DNA entry into the cohesin ring. a) Structural overview of the cohesin complex components, as well as of the cohesin
loader, and their assembly. b) Model for DNA entry into the cohesin ring through the kleisin N-gate followed, or not, by ATPase head gate passage.

14 Cell Nucleus
between N-terminus and Scc3 to facilitate topologi-

cal loading.

Two recent cryo-EM structures of human and fission
yeast cohesin have revealed how the above components
come together when the complex binds to DNA
[18,19]. Both structures show engaged ATPase heads,
bound to a non-hydrolyzable ATP analogue. DNA is
attracted to a composite positively charged surface that
spans the top of both ATPase heads. The cohesin
loader subunit Scc2 in turn makes extensive contacts
with both the ATPase heads, as well as with the DNA.

Notably, Scc2 has undergone a striking conformational
change, compared to its previously observed extended
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2022, 74:13–22
form [20]. The subunit grips onto the DNA, lending its

name to this “gripping state” (Figure 1b, middle). A
band of positively charged surface residues on Scc2
engage the DNA [21e23]. Jointly, the ATPase heads
and the cohesin loader thus form a tight “Scc2-head”
DNA binding module. A second DNA binding
module is provided by the other HEAT-repeat subunit,
Scc3. In the gripping state, Scc3 docks onto the back of
Scc2 and, like Scc2, binds DNA using a stretch of
positive charges [24]. In addition, Scc3 also serves as a
platform for the SMC hinge, which touches down
following SMC coiled coil folding at the elbows.

Together, Scc3 and the hinge thereby form an “Scc3-
hinge” DNA binding module.
www.sciencedirect.com
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In the gripping state, DNA has already entered the
cohesin ring through the interface between the kleisin
N-terminus and the Smc3 neck, denoted the “kleisin N-
gate.” If we model Scc2 prior to DNA binding, in its
extended conformation, the likely DNA entry route
emerges (Figure 1b, left). ATP-dependent head
engagement initially disfavors the kleisin N-interaction
with the Smc3 neck, which opens the kleisin N-gate.

Several lines of evidence suggest that DNA passes
through this open kleisin N-gate into the cohesin ring,
including DNAeprotein crosslink mass spectrometry
data, FRET analyses, and cryo-EM structures of the
open kleisin N-gate [19,25,26]. In the gripping state,
arrival of the DNA, together with the concomitant Scc2
conformational change, result in N-gate closure.

Gripping state formation triggers ATP hydrolysis,
resulting in ATPase head disengagement. Return of
Scc2 to its extended conformation promotes head sep-

aration, with two consequences. First, the DNA could
pass through this open “head gate,” guided by the Scc3-
hinge module, which swings free from Scc2 as the latter
changes conformation (Figure 1b, right) [16]. On the
other hand, residual electrostatic interactions could
retain DNA within the Scc2-head module. Interface
crosslinking experiments with cohesin and other SMC
complexes have found evidence for this configuration
[27e29]. Secondly, and probably more importantly, head
disengagement firmly locks the kleisin N-gate. While
the heads are engaged, the kleisin-N/Smc3-neck inter-

face tends to open. Therefore, ATP hydrolysis and head
separation are crucial to reach stable topological
DNA embrace.

An alternative DNA entry pathway into the cohesin ring
has been proposed, in which DNA arrives to the gripping
state “bottomeup,” through the ATPase head gate
[18,22]. In this scenario, topological DNA entry has not
been achieved in the gripping state. DNA will have to
enter the cohesin ring as consequence of ATP hydroly-
sis, potentially through the SMC hinge, which is seen as
partly open in the human cohesin gripping state struc-

ture [18]. Below (Figure 2b, iii), we depict a possible
DNA path in this scenario. The “topedown” model
shown in Figure 1b has the benefit of a clearly demar-
cated DNA trajectory into the cohesin ring. The cohesin
loader’s Scc4 subunit is suitably positioned to recruit
cohesin to chromatin receptors (Figure 1b, left), for
example, the RSC chromatin remodeler or the Ctf19
inner kinetochore complex [30,31].
Turning topological entry into loop
extrusion
How could DNA entry into the cohesin ring turn into
loop extrusion? In the ATP-bound gripping state, the
Scc2-head and Scc3-hinge DNA binding modules lie
juxtaposed and have introduced a DNA bend (Figure 1b,
www.sciencedirect.com
middle). Ensuing ATP hydrolysis changes the behavior
of both modules. The Scc2-head module gives up its
tight DNA grip, but may retain loose DNA contact that
allows lateral DNA sliding (Figure 2a, “slipping state”).
The Scc3-hinge module, in turn, disengages from the
Scc2-head module and is free to enter a swinging
motion. This motion will turn the DNA bend into a
small DNA loop. Loop extrusion has begun.

The Scc3-hinge module does not change its mode of
DNA interaction in the slipping state. Nevertheless,
DNA binding to Scc3 outside the gripping state has a
finite lifetime, probably in the millisecond range [16].
Therefore, a period follows in which DNA is released
from the Scc3-hinge module (Figure 2a, DNA release).
Next, the ATPase heads can re-engage in the presence
of ATP and the next gripping state can assemble. This
state differs from the first gripping state only in that the
DNA bend is already a small loop (Figure 2a, next

gripping state). ATP hydrolysis now leads to the next
slipping state, during which the loop extends further.

What is the energy source for loop growth during these
gripping-to-slipping state cycles? Once the Scc3-hinge
module disengages from the Scc2-head module, Brow-
nian motion can take it in only one direction, that of loop
growth. Loop extrusion might thus be driven by a
Brownian ratchet, in which the energy from ATP binding
and hydrolysis merely switches the ratchet between its
states. High speed atomic force microscopy of the

condensin complex revealed Brownian fluctuations of
the hinge, when detached from the heads [32].
Computational simulations of loop extrusion by a
Brownian ratchet show good agreement with experi-
mental observations, particularly with the large spread of
loop extrusion speeds and the small external force
required to stall extrusion [16].
The topology of loop extrusion
One can imagine three topologies in which DNA in-
tersects with the cohesin ring during loop extrusion. In
the above-described scenario, loop extrusion follows
topological DNA entry into the cohesin ring. One DNA
passes through the ring, while a second DNA is moved
along the outside of the ring by the ratchet (Figure 2b,
i). The second DNA retains contact with the Scc2-head
module in what could be called an “electrostatic trap.”

Experiments with human cohesin suggested that DNA
might not topologically enter cohesin during loop
extrusion [13]. To explain this, in a second scenario, the
gripping state might form without kleisin N-gate pas-
sage and therefore without topological DNA entry into
the cohesin ring [19]. N-gate opening might not be
hard-wired to ATPase head engagement while DNA
approaches the gripping state (Figure 2b, ii). Following
ATP hydrolysis, in this scenario, head gate passage is
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2022, 74:13–22
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Figure 2

A Brownian ratchet model for loop extrusion by cohesin. a) Repeated cycles of gripping-to-slipping state transitions, followed by DNA release from
the Scc3-hinge module, enact a ratchet that drives loop extrusion. b) Three scenarios of how DNA could engage with the cohesin complex during loop
extrusion, resulting in a topological, pseudo-topological or non-topological interaction.
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blocked by a “kleisin trap.” As a consequence, DNA
threads in and out of the cohesin ring in a “pseudo-to-
pological” trajectory.

Recent in vitro observations revealed that large DNA-
bound obstacles can be bypassed by loop-extruding
cohesin and condensin [33]. This is most readily
explained if the transported DNA lies outside of the

SMC ring, for example, in the “topological” model
(Figure 2b, i). Obstacle bypass could alternatively be
achieved by an entirely “non-topological” mode of DNA
binding. In this third scenario, DNA wraps around
cohesin from the outside and enters the ratchet bottome
up through the ATPase head gate (Figure 2b, iii). A
second DNA contact point could be a positively charged
patch at the SMC hinge, which has been implicated in
loop extrusion [34]. The three describedDNA topologies
are not mutually exclusive and might be taken up by
different SMC complexes with different frequencies. (As

indicated above, the bottom-up gripping state configu-
ration shown in Figure 2b, iii could turn into topological
DNA entry if the hinge transiently opened.)
Alternative models for DNA loop extrusion
by SMC complexes
In this section, we compare the Brownian ratchet model
to other proposed models for loop extrusion. The first
offered model was the tethered inchworm model [35].
Formulated without the benefit of current structural
knowledge, this model also features the two HEAT
subunits as DNA binding elements, which perform a
scissoring motion while remaining connected by a flex-
ible kleisin linker (Figure 3a). Instead of forming head
and hinge modules, the HEAT subunits associate with
the two ATPase heads. DNA affinity of the HEAT sub-
units is postulated to alternate during the ATP hydro-

lysis cycle, such that the two heads step along the DNA.
The model includes a topological DNA interaction.
Obstacle bypass is possible while the HEAT subunits
step along the outside DNA. Consistent with the idea of
HEAT subunits as moving elements, loop extrusion has
so far been observed with cohesin and condensin that
contain HEAT subunits connected by flexible kleisins,
but not with prokaryotic or Smc5eSmc6 complexes
that, instead of HEAT subunits, contain two conjoined
Kite DNA binding elements [36,37].

An alternativeDNA segment capturemodel is inspired by
features of prokaryotic SMC complexes [38,39]. This
model makes use of one major DNA binding site, formed
by the Kite subunits and SMC heads, similar to the
Scc2-head module in the ratchet model. A key distinc-
tion of the segment capture model is a hypothetical
power stroke by the Kite-head module (Figure 3b). This
stroke swings DNA by at least 130� [40] to throw a DNA
loop into the SMC ring. After the loop is formed, DNA is
released from the Kite-head module while the second
www.sciencedirect.com
DNA is pushed from the hinge to the heads as the coiled
coils zip up, resulting in DNA translocation. An addi-
tional DNA anchor, required to enact loop extrusion, has
been postulated but not yet been identified. The
segment capture model is also topological in nature, but
in this case the transported DNA passes through the
SMC ring. A variant segment capture model was
recently proposed for eukaryotic condensin [28]. This

hold-and-feed model ascribes the power stroke to
condensin’s Ycs4 HEATsubunit as it transitions from its
extended to its gripping state conformation. As DNA
binding energy is likely absorbed in this conformational
transition, the nature of the power stroke remains to
be ascertained.

Lastly, a scrunching model for loop extrusion is based on
observed conformational transitions of the condensin
complex between an open O and an ATP-bound B shape
in which the SMC hinge touches the heads [32]. Like

in the ratchet model, thermal fluctuations between
DNA binding sites at the head and hinge form the basis
for loop formation and extrusion (Figure 3c). In
contrast, the scrunching model predicts DNA move-
ment with opposite direction, being captured by the
SMC hinge in the unfolded O state and released in the
folded B state. This requires regulated DNA binding to
hinge and heads by yet unknown mechanisms. The
HEAT subunits are thought to form a static DNA
anchor. The original depiction of the scrunching model
involves topological entrapment of the transported

DNA. A variant scrunching model, termed swing and
clamp [34], is based on observations with human
cohesin and postulates an opposite ATP-bound state
with distant hinge and heads. Future experiments will
be directed at comparing and testing predictions from
these diverse models for DNA loop extrusion by
SMC complexes.
Loop extrusion and in vivo SMC complex
function
We proposed that topological DNA entry into the
cohesin ring involves conformational transitions that, if
repeated, drive loop extrusion [19]. According to this
view, loop extrusion is a byproduct of topological
loading, manifest under in vitro observation conditions.
Loop extrusion experiments typically involve unphy-
siologically low salt concentrations and intercalating

dyes that make DNA thinner and more bendable [12e
17]. What would happen if SMC complexes attempted
loop extrusion in vivo?

Obstacle encounters
Nucleosomes interfere with in vitro cohesin loading,
while known in vivo cohesin and condensin loading sites
coincide with nucleosome-free regions [30,41e43].
These observations suggest that SMC complexes
require naked DNA as a substrate. This said, loop
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2022, 74:13–22
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Figure 3

Alternative models for loop extrusion by SMC complexes. a) The tethered inchworm model, in which the two HEAT-repeat subunits (HEAT) step along
the DNA. b) The segment capture model, inspired by prokaryotic SMC complexes, in which the Kite subunits (Kite) perform a power stroke to loop DNA.
An additional DNA anchor (not shown) is required for loop extrusion. c) The scrunching model suggests that the hinge captures DNA and hands it over to
the heads to enlarge the loop.

18 Cell Nucleus
extruding SMC complexes show a remarkable ability to
bypass DNA-bound obstacles, including ones much
larger than the SMC ring [17,33]. As we have seen
above, obstacle bypass can be explained by loop extru-

sion models in which the transported DNA lies outside
of the ring. As yet, bypass studies have been performed
using individual or sparse roadblocks, with readily
available free DNA between obstacles. Free DNA is
much more rarely found in vivo (Figure 4a), where hin-
drances take on much larger dimensions, for instance
nucleosome clusters [44,45]. Loop extrusion in Xenopus
egg extracts could only be observed after nucleosomes
were depleted [15]. How SMC complexes behave when
encountering native chromatin substrates remains an
important open question.
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2022, 74:13–22
Gaps during chromosome condensation
Cohesin symmetrically extrudes DNA loops, while
condensin is typically seen to asymmetrically reel in one
of the two DNAs [12e14,17]. In a pseudo-topological
scenario, both DNAs pass through the SMC ring.
Whether the same DNA always engages with the

ratchet, or both DNAs periodically take turns, could
decide on asymmetric or symmetric loop growth [16]. In
the case of topological or non-topological models, only
one of the DNAs has access to the ratchet. The amount
of friction at the second DNA contact point might in-
fluence whether extrusion occurs asymmetrically or
symmetrically. Irrespective of the mechanism, simula-
tions of asymmetric loop extrusion by condensin [46]
reveal gaps that preclude completion of chromosome
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 4

Challenges to in vivo DNA loop extrusion. a) DNA-bound obstacles and sparse free DNA must be navigated by advancing SMC complexes. b)
Condensin extrudes DNA asymmetrically, leaving gaps during chromosome formation. c) Long stretches of chromatin must be extruded, where diffusion
capture offers shortcuts. d) Loop extrusion solely generates intra-chromosomal cis loops, while SMC complexes also engage in inter-chromosomal
interactions. e) Loop extrusion predicts formation of a linear SMC backbone. SMC complexes are observed to form clusters, as expected from diffusion
capture.
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condensation (Figure 4b). Condensins that bypass each
other to form z-loops [47] could fill these gaps; however,
at a risk of creating chromatin entanglement.

Loop formation
In higher eukaryotes, loops formed by cohesin and
condensin are often megabases in size [48,49]. Are these
loops easiest formed by extrusion? Alternatively, loops
could form when SMC complexes sequentially topo-

logically entrap two loop anchor sequences in a process
termed “diffusion capture” (Figure 4c) [50,51]. Cohesin
can sequentially entrap two DNAs [52], whether
condensin shares this ability will be important to
establish. Cohesin depends on the cohesin loader for
loop extrusion, found at nucleosome-free gene pro-
moters [41,53e55]. Following topological loading, the
cohesin loader is replaced by Pds5, a HEATsubunit that
shares structural similarity with Scc2 [56] but attenu-
ates rather than stimulates cohesin’s ATPase and is
therefore unlikely to support loop extrusion [21,57]. At

loop anchor sites, cohesin appears to have arrived with
Pds5 [55,58]. RNA polymerases that push Pds5-
containing cohesin along chromosomes, following
diffusion capture, could offer an alternative explanation
for the observed looping pattern [59,60]. Finally,
budding yeast chromosomes display cohesin-dependent
chromatin loops, even though budding yeast cohesin has
www.sciencedirect.com
so far been refractory to demonstrating loop extrusion.
Bridging-induced phase separation of cohesin and DNA,
a form of diffusion capture, has been suggested as an
alternative looping mechanism [61e63].

cis Loops vs. gene clusters
A perceived benefit of loop extrusion is that it provides a
fool-proof mechanism for interactions within a chro-
matin chain (cis loops), rather than between neighboring

chromatin chains or chromosomes (Figure 4d). However,
cohesin is of course best known for establishing in-
teractions between two sister chromatids. Experimental
observations suggest that also condensin promotes sister
chromatid interactions [64], as well as forms tRNA and
histone gene clusters involving more than one chromo-
some [65e69]. Thus, SMC complexes do engage in
trans chromatin interactions that loop extrusion is
unable to explain. Excluded volume interactions and
entropy-driven forces ensure that even diffusion capture
interactions maintain a preference for intra-chain in-

teractions [70,71], making it an attractive explanation
for favored, yet non-exclusive, cis loop formation.

Mitotic chromosome formation
Computational simulations of loop extrusion have
demonstrated its ability to generate mitotic chromo-
somes with desirable properties [11], a linear condensin
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2022, 74:13–22
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backbone from where DNA loops emerge that repel
neighboring chromatids to achieve chromosome indi-
vidualization (Figure 4e). Closer inspection of loop
extrusion simulations, run alongside simulations of
chromosome formation by diffusion capture [51],
revealed limitations of the loop extrusion mechanism.
Diffusion capture more readily compacts chromatin and
shortens chromosome axes, hallmarks of mitotic chro-

mosome condensation. Diffusion capture, but not loop
extrusion, also replicates the observed reduced mitotic
chromatin mobility. Finally, superresolution microscopy
revealed that condensin forms clusters within both yeast
and human mitotic chromosomes [51,72], similar to
those generated in diffusion capture simulations, but
distinct from the linear condensin arrays predicted to
result from loop extrusion.
Outlook
The largely thermal forces that SMC complexes deploy
to move DNA raise the question whether loop extrusion

is a potent genome organizing principle. In addition to
moving by themselves, topologically loaded SMC com-
plexes are pushed by RNA polymerases, strong external
translocases. The possible role of transcription in
shaping SMC complex-dependent genome architecture
deserves further attention. Importantly, SMC variants
can now be sought that separate topological loading and
loop extrusion [73]. For example, yeast condensin’s Ycg1
subunit plays a critical role in loop extrusion, while
vertebrate condensin lacking its XCAP-G ortholog re-
tains the ability to shape and individualize chromosomes

[32,74]. The molecular models discussed in this review
should aid the rational design of SMC variants that
separate topological loading from loop extrusion. This
will clarify the respective contributions of the two ac-
tivities to genome organization and stability.
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